"AERATED" OVENS.
(Aerate, To supply with common air.—Webster.)

The Only Successful method of Properly and Satisfactorily ventilating an oven.

It being an acknowledged fact that a well ventilated oven will produce better cooked and more palatable food than an air-tight, or old style oven, we have succeeded in properly ventilating our ovens by the admission of FRESH HEATED AIR in the proper quantity and in such a way as to enable the users of "GARLAND" Stoves and ranges to do their cooking with less fuel, and better, than with any other stove or range in the market. At the same time the impurities arising from food cooking in the oven are made to pass out into the exit flues, instead of coming into the room, as is the case where ovens are improperly ventilated.

In "Garland" stoves and ranges the FRESH air is taken in OVER the doors (see cut) and passes underneath a plate which is attached to the top oven plate, circulating at the outside edge of this, and following the opening the entire distance around, thus becoming heated, after which it is discharged into the oven.

The HEATED FRESH AIR then creates a literal whirlwind in rotating from the top to the bottom of oven, carrying all the IMPURE air out of the oven, at the exit provided, and replacing it CONTINUALLY with HEATED FRESH AIR.

"GARLAND AERATED OVEN."

The Michigan Stove Company,
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GARLAND STOVES AND RANGES

The World's Best
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Any Stove or Range bearing the "GARLAND" Trade-Mark

is offered with the absolute guarantee of being the Finest and best article of the kind that can be made for the price asked.